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ABSTRACT 
We present a perturbation analysis for the projection of a point to an affine set in 
R”. The matrix involved is not assumed to be full-rank, and the perturbation 
is arbitrary. Error bounds for the solution under the rank-preserving and rank- 
nondecreasing perturbations are obtained. The results given here appear to be the 
most general up to now. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let ZS”‘” be the space of m X n real matrices, and R” the Euclidean 
space of n-dimensional real column vectors. For a matrix A E Rmx”, let 
AT E Rnx” be the transpose of A, A+ E R”‘” the Moore-Penrose general- 
ized inverse of A, r(A) the rank of A, R(A) the range of A, N(A) the 
null space of A, 11 AlI = IIAllz the Euclidean spectral norm of A, and K = 
K(A) = IIAll II A+II the spectral condition number of A. Throughout the 
paper Z will stand for an identity matrix. 
Consider the following problem of the Euclidean orthogonal projection of 
a point to an affine set: For the given A E R”‘“, b E R” and p E R”, find 
a vector x* E R” satisfying 
Ilp - x*ll = xmei;llp -xl/, (1) 
where M = {x E R” : II Ax - bll = min, t R* II AZ - bll). 
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The problem (1) h as many applications in areas of mathematical program- 
ming, linear algebra, numerical analysis, and the like. For example, if b = 0, 
then the problem is that of projecting the vector p to the null space of the 
matrix A, which is a key step in recent interior-point projective algorithms 
for linear programming initiated with Karmarkar’s pioneering work in 1984 
[5]; if p = 0, th en we have the usual linear least-squares problem. 
In the next section, it will be stated that the solution x* to the problem 
(1) exists and is unique. Indeed, x* = Afb + F’,,.,p, where Px is the 
orthogonal projection operator from R” onto a linear subspace X c R”. Thus 
a mapping x* : RmXn X R” X R” + R” is defined according to the rule 
x*( A, 6, p) = A+b + P,,.,p. 
If A is of full rank, then the mapping x* is continuous at the point 
(A, b,p) in the ordinary sense. More generally, if A, + A, b, + b, and 
pk + P, then r( A,) = r(A) for sufficiently large k if and only if 
x*(Ak, b,, pk) + x*( A, b, p). This is a famous theorem that was given first 
by Penrose [7] and then by Stewart [8]. However, x* is not continuous at 
those (A, b, p) where A are rank-deficient, that is, T(A) < min{m, n}. The 
cause of this discontinuity is that an arbitrary perturbation can increase the 
rank of the original matrix A. 
Error estimates for the perturbation of the problem (1) have been 
discussed in the literature. In [l, 21, the perturbation theory is developed 
under the assumption that m < n, A is of full rank, and b E R(A). A more 
general result is obtained in [ll] which makes use of the idea of Wedin [9] on 
the perturbation theory. But it is still assumed that b E R(A) and the 
perturbation is rank-preserving. In this paper, we study the problem for the 
most general case. That is, the linear system of equations Ax = b need not 
be consistent, and the perturbation is arbitrary. To obtain our main results, 
we only employ the spectral norm instead of the Frobenius norm used in 
some of the literature. 
In Section 2, we give some basic results for our later use. Section 3 is 
devoted to error estimates of the problem (1) when the perturbation is 
rank-preserving. The general result for an arbitrary perturbation is presented 
in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 we conclude with some remarks. 
2. PROJECTIONS AND GENERALIZED INVERSES 
In this section, we study the solution to the problem (1) of the projec- 
tion of a point to an affine set and list some perturbation properties for 
generalized inverses. 
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The problem (1) is obviously equivalent to the following quadratic pro- 
gramming problem with equality constraints: 
minimize { $11 p - x))’ : ATAx = ATb}. (2) 
First of all, we list several useful equalities in the following lemma, the proof 
of which is contained in any standard textbook about generalized inverses, 
e.g., t31. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A E RmX n. Then the Moore-Penrose generalized 
inverse A+E Rnxm of A satisfies the following equalities: 
(9 ( AA+)T = AA+, ( A+A)~ = A+A, 
AA+A = A, A+AA+= A+. 
(ii) 
(AT)+ = ( A+)T, (AA~)+= (AT)+~+, (A~A)+=A+(A~)+, 
A+= A~(AA~)+ = (A~A)+A~, (AT)+ = A( ATA)+ = ( AAr)+A. 
(iii) P RCA) = AA+= ( A+)TAT, PNCAT) = z - PRCA), 
P R(AT) = AT( A+)T = A+A, PN(A) = Z - PRcATj. 
Let 1 = min(m, n} and r = r(A). Denote by crr( A) > u2,(A) > *** > 
CF~I( A) > 0 the singular values of A. The proof of the following lemma can be 
found in [6]. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A and A + 6A E Rmx”. Then IIAll = cl(A), ]]A+]j = 
o;(A)-‘, and 
Iq.( A + 6A) - uk( A)[ B II6Ak k = 1,. . .) 1. 
Now we state the following existence and uniqueness result for the 
problem (2). For a proof, see 13, Theorem 3.6.21. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Suppose A E Rmx”, b E R”, and p E R”. Then the solu- 
tion x* = x*(A, b, p) to (2) exists, is unique, and can be expressed as 
x* = A+b + P,,.,p = A+b + (I - A+A)p. (3) 
In addition, the corresponding Lagrange multiplier u* (see [ 111 for the 
definition) is given by 
U* = (A%)+(p -x*). (4 
LEMMA 2.4 [6, Theorem 8.51. For A and ,% = A + 6A E Rnxn, 
A+- A+= -A+ 6AA++ A+( A+f( 6A)T( Z - AA+) 
+( Z - x+x)( 6A)T( A+)TA+. (5) 
REMARK 2.1. If r(A) = n, then Z - A+A = 0. Thus the problem (1) is 
reduced to the least-squares problem with the solution x* = A+b. Moreover, 
in this case, if r(x) = n, then (5) in Lemma 2.4 becomes 
A+- A+= -A+ SAA++ A+( A+)T( 6A)T( Z - AA+) 
3. ERROR ESTIMATES FOR THE RANK-PRESERVING 
PERTURBATION 
We begin the study of error estimates for the solution of the problem (1) 
due to the perturbation of the data. In what follows, it is assumed that both 
the matrix A and the corresponding solution x*( A, b, p) are nonzero. In this 
section, the perturbation analysis is given for the special case that the 
perturbed problem preserves the rank of the matrix; the error estimate for 
the general case is presented in the next section. 
Suppose, in the problem (l), A, b and p are perturbed to A + 6A, 
b + 6b, and p + 6p, respectively. Our problem is to see how sensitive the 
solution to (1) is to the perturbation. First, we need the following lemma. The 
proof is referred to [6] and [ll]. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let A and x = A + 6A E Rfnx”. Zf liSAI II A’ll < 1, then 
r( ii) 2 r(A). Zf, in addition, 4 x) = 4 A), then 
11 A+II 
I”“’ (1 - IIcVAll A+ll) ’ (6) 
The following theorem is our main result in this section. 
THEOREM 3.1. LetA,~=A+6AERmX”,b,&=b+SbERm,and 
p, j5 = p + Sp E R”. Suppose that II6All II A+(1 < 1 and r(x) = r(A). 
Denote x* = x*(A, b, p), x = x*(x,&, p), EA = IlSAII/IIAll, Eb = Il@W 
Ilbll, and E P = IISpll/llpll. Then 
IIX - x*11 
[! 
1 IX* - pll + K Ilb - Ax*ll 
llX*ll ’ K 1 - KEA + IlX*ll (1 - KEA)’ IIAll ll~*ii EA 
1 Ilbll 1 II pll + 1 - KEA ((All ((x*lfb + (Ix*llEP’ (7) 
Proof. Since x* = A+b + P,,,,p and Z = A+6 + PNcxjr), we have 
g-.x*= [ A+~ + piv(lr,p] - [ A+b + p,,.,p] 
= ii+?~ - A+b + P& p - p) + (P,,,(A) - P,,A,)p 
= A+5 - A+b + P,,,-,Sp - if+ SAp - (A+- A+)Ap 
= A+ Sb + (A+- A+)(b - Ap) + PNcKj Sp - A+ &4p 
Hence, 
IIT - x*/l < [IA+ 6bll +I[( A+- A+)(b - Ap) - A+ 6Apll + (16pll. 
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By Lemma 2.4, noting that A+(b - Ap) = x* - p and CZ - AA+) 
(b - Ap) = b - Ax* from (31, we have 
II( A+- A+)(b - Ap) - A+ SApI 
= 
I[ 
-x+ 6AA++ A+( A+)T( 6A)T( I - AA+) 
+( Z - A+x)(GA)T( A+)TA+](b - Ap) -A+ SApI 
=/[(I -A+A)(6A)T(~+)T -A+ a~](%* -p) 
+A+( A+f( SA)T( Z - AA+)( b - Ap) - A+ SAp/ 
= II( z - A+A)( 6A)T( A+)~( X* - p) - A+ SAX* 
+A+( A+f( GA)T(b - Ax*)/ 
< IlWl IIA’ll [lx* - pii + IIA+ll llSAll Ilx*ll 
+ Il~+1121kW Ilb - Ax*ll. 
Thus, 
Ii? - x*ll < IIA’II llsbll + llWl llA+ll 11x* - pll + lIA+ll ll6All llx*ll 
+ Il~+l1211~All Ilb - h*ll + Il~pll. 
From Lemma 3.1, 
IIA+II G 
II A+lI 
1 - IISAll llA+ll ’ 
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Therefore, 
IIT - x*11 II A+II IIWI ltA+llll~All I,x* - - 
Ilx*ll G 1 - llSAll llA+ll llx*ll + Ilx*ll - pll 
II A+II llA+l12116All lb - Ax*ll 
+ 1 - ll6All llA+ll 
IlSpll 
llaAll + (1 - l[SAII IIA+j1)211x*lj + Ilr*ll 
1 IIWI 
1 - ll8All IIA+(( Ilx*ll + 
11x* - pllllSAll 
llr*ll 
1 
+ 1 - II6All IIA+II 
II WI 
IIA’II 116A11 tlb - Ax*ll IlSpll 
+ (1 - )16All IjA+11)‘11x*ll + Ilr*lI l- 
1 llbll 11x* 
=K 
1 - KEA IIAll ll~*ii ‘% + 
- PII6 + 1 
Ilx*ll * 1 - KEA EA 
+ (1 -LA)2 
Ilb - Ax*ll 1 II pll IIAII IIx*Il '* + Ilx*ll+ 
which gives (7). 
REMARK 3.1. 
11x* - 
From (7) we see that the error bound is also dependent on 
pII, the distance from the point p to the affine set M, as well as the 
condition number of the matrix A and the norm of the residue vector 
11 b - kc*ll. This is intuitively clear from the geometric point of view. Note 
that the Lagrange multiplier u* is the image of the p - x* under CArA)‘, 
and so to some extent U* gives a measure of the sensitivity of the problem (1) 
under the perturbation. This coincides with the general perturbation theory 
for mathematical programming [4]. See [ll] for more details about u*. 
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REMARK 3.2. From the proof of Theorem 3.1 we see that if r(A) = n, 
then (7) is reduced to 
IIF - x*11 
ilX*ll ’ 1 -KKEA 
lb - Ax*11 
1 -“,,A 11 Ali Ilx*ll ‘* 
llbll 
+ tl All llx*l14 
II pll 
+ Ilx*llep’ 
since both PNCAj = 0 and PNCxj = 0 in this case. 
As immediate consequences of the above theorem, we have 
COROLLARY 3.1. Under the same conditions of Theorem 3.1, if, in 
addition, the linear system Ax = b is consistent, then 
II? - x*11 
[i 
1 1 
Ilx*ll GK 1 II pll 1 - KEA 1 - KEA Eb +-E Ilx*ll p’ 
(8) 
COROLLARY 3.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1, if, in addition, 
b = 0, and 6b = O-that is, the problem (1) is that of projecting p to the 
null space of A-then 
IIX - x*11 
i 
1 11x* - pll 
IIX*ll ’ K 1 - KEA + IlX*l\ I 
II pll 
‘A + Ilx+llEp’ (9) 
COROLLARY 3.3. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1, if p = 0 and 
6p = O-that is, the problem (1) is the linear least-squares problem-then 
IIX - x*11 
Ilx*ll fK [! 
1 Ilb - Ax*ll 
+1-b 
1 - KEA II AlI Ilx*ll ‘* 
1 llbll 
+ 1 - KEA j)A)j ]lx*jl Eb ' (lo) 1 
Moreover, if the linear system Ax = b is consistent, then 
EA + Eb) + ‘A 1 (11) 
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4. ERROR ESTIMATES FOR AN ARBITRARY PERTURBATION 
It is well known that the mapping A -+ A+ is not continuous at A where 
the matrix A is rank-deficient, that is, r(A) < 2 = min{m, n}. Thus the 
solution mapping of the problem (11, x* : Rmx” X R” X R” -+ R” defined 
by x*(A, b, p) = A+b + PNcAjp, is not continuous. It is easy to show that 
It x’ll > l/11 6All w en h r(a > r(A), and therefore we can construct a 
sequence of {A,), (b,), and {p,) such that A, + A, b, + b, p, + p, and 
11x*( A,, b,, p,>ll + w if A is not of full rank. 
However, if the perturbation is rank-preserving, continuity is obtained as 
in the full rank case. In the previous section we derived error estimates for 
this special kind of perturbation. In this section, we will show that, if the 
perturbation is arbitrary, there remains the so-called upper semicontinuity, 
that is, the solution to the perturbed problem is arbitrarily close to the 
feasible set M of the original problem. Similar results can be found in [lo]. 
Here we propose a different bound on the error, which seems simpler and 
tighter than the one proposed in [lo]. 
It is well known that the feasible set M of the problem (1) is character- 
ized as the solution set of the following normal equations: 
ATAx = ATb. (12) 
We write F( A, b) = M to emphasize the dependence of M upon A and b. 
Partition A = [B C], where B E RnlX r and C E R”X(“-“. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume r(A) = r(B) = r. Denote t2 = I] A]] ]I B+]I = 
~/]B+l]/t]A+]t. Th en K can be interpreted as the relative condition number 
of B with respect to A. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A, x = A + 6A E Rmx “, b, & = b + 6b E R”, and 
p, j5 = p + 6p E R”. Suppose that IISAII < E~IIAII, llsbll Q q,llbll, and 
keA < 1. Then for the solution E = x*( A, 6, j?> of the perturbed problem (11, 
there is x E F( A, b) such that 
II? -xl1 !2 2 Ilb - hll llbll 
llxll 5 - k.EA [( ’ + 1 - 2~~ 11 Ali itxli 
EA + -Eb (13) 
II All II XII 1 
Moreover, if x = [ y T .zTIT, then y E R’ solves a least-squares problem. 
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Proof. From Lemma 2.3, 
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Let ?j = A+($ - &I; then ?j satisfies the following normal equations: 
which is the same as 
-- 
for x = [B C]. Thus, 4 = [4T qilT satisfies 
[ FB PC] ;: = BT(b - AjT). 
[ 1 
Since GE* < 1 implies 
llaBll IIB+II < lISAI IIB+II < EA II All IIB+ll = zEA < I, 
we have r(B) = r(B) = r and Z - B+B = 0. Hence B+ = (B%-‘B’. It 
follows that 
Let x = [ gT ?‘lT, p = [ j?r piIT. Since P$ = EjYl -t Cpz, we have 
X’fj+p= 
[ 
E’(FJ - ii$ - B+Ej2 + p 
92 1 [I P2 
= 
i 
B+Z-B+C(p2+g2) = g 
P2 + 92 1 [I z ’ 
where we have used the fact that Z - B+g = 0. 
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x = [z] = [ ;] = [ B+b -,+=I 
Since (I - BB+)C = 0, by direct computation, A% = ATb. That is, x E 
F( A, b). Moreover, it is clear that y solves the following least-squares 
problem: 
minimize 11 y/J 
subject to /IBy - sII = min{ IlBu - sII : u E R’} , 
where s = b - Cz. 
Now we estimate II X - XII. Writing 6A = [ 6B SC], using Lemma 2.3, 
and noting that Z - B+B = 0 and BB+b = Ax, we have 
g _ y = p+z _ -+-- B Cz) - (B+b - B+Cz) 
= B+(& - i%) - B+(b - Cz) 
= B+(6b - i?.. + Cz) + @+- B+)(b - Cz) 
= B+(6b - 8C.z) - [B+ 6BB+- B+(ii+)T(i3~)T(~ - BB+) 
-(I - B+B)(GB)T( B+)TB+](b - Cz) 
= B+(6b - 6Cz) -i?+ SBB+(b - Cz) 
+ B+( i?+)T( GB)T(b - BB+b) 
=B+[~~-~CZ-~BB+(~-CZ)] +B.(i?+)T(GB)T(b-Ax) 
= B+(6b + SAX) + i?+(B+)T(GB)T(b -Ax). 
Thus, 
II, - XII = lug - yll 




Ilb - hll 
+ ll~+l12116BlI llx,l 
llB+II ll8bll 
’ 1 - IlSBll IIB+ll 
- + lIsAI 
11x11 
llB+l12 ll8Bll Ilb - AlI 
+ (1 - IlSBll llB+ll)2 llxll 




1 -K+, IlAll llxll 1 b . 
This completes the proof. W 
REMARK 4.1. Using the separation theorem for eigenvalues of symmetric 
matrices [El, we see that, although II BII < II All, we have II B+II > II A+II. Thus 
2 >, K. Ifweuse Z = llBllllB+ll ’ t d f ms ea 0 C, we can get an estimate similar 
to (13). However, the relation between the two condition numbers K and K 
is not known. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Under the same conditions of Theorem 4.1, $, in 
addition, the linear system Ax = b is consistent, then 
‘A + Eb). (14) 
COROLLARY 4.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 4.1, if, in addition, 
b = 0 and Sb = O-that is, the problem (1) is that of projecting p to the null 
space of A-then 
II?--XII - 
llxll G 1 -K&AcA. (15) 
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COROLLARY 4.3. Under the sam.e conditions of Theorem 4.1, ~1, in 
addition, p = 0 and 6p = O-that is, the problem (1) is the linear least- 
squares problem-then 
IIX-XII k k Ilb - hll llbll 
llxll G 1 - hA ’ + 1 - I+, IlAllllxll eA + mellxll . 1 (16) 
Moreouer, if the system Ax = b is consistent, then 
II? - XII 
llxll G ‘A + ‘b), (17) 
Before ending this section, we present the following general results, the 
proof of which is basically the same as above and thus omitted here. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let A, x = A + 6A E Rmx” and b, 6 = b + 66 E 
R”. Suppose that 116All < eAl(AII and llsbll < <,llbll. Zf KeA < 1, then for 
any X E F(x, &), there is x E F( A, b) such that 
[IX-XII l-i i2 Ilb - AlI Ilbll 
llxll =G 1 - kA ' + 1 - GE, IlAll llxll EA + mllxllEb I 
(18) 
In particular, if, in addition, the linear system Ax = b is consistent, then 
II?-XII - 
llrll ’ 1 _K;EA cEA + ‘b), (19) 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let A, x = A + 6A E Rmxn. Suppose II6AJI < 
•~11 All and 2~~ < 1. Then for any X E N(x), there is x c N(A) such that 
IIX-XII 2 
IIXII G l- KEA CA 
5. CONCLUSION 
(20) 
The perturbation analysis for the orthogonal projection of a point to an 
affine set in an Euclidean space has been presented in this paper. When the 
perturbation is rank-preserving, the projection is continuous in the usual 
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sense, and we obtain the corresponding error bounds. Furthermore, when an 
arbitrary perturbation is present, although the usual continuity of the projec- 
tion is lost, we still have upper semicontinuity, and similar error bounds are 
valid in this case. To our knowledge, the results here are the most general up 
to now, and the results for two special cases of our problem-the least-squares 
problem and the projection of a vector to the null space of a matrix-are just 
the consequences of our general analysis. 
For the general perturbation analysis, we employed only the Euclidean 
spectral norm for vectors and matrices throughout the discussion, without 
resort to the Frobenius norm. It should be noted that the discussion and 
results here are obviously valid for the projection of a point to an affine set 
in the unitary space C” if we replace the transpose T with the conjugate 
transpose H everywhere in the paper. Also, the idea used here can be applied 
to the perturbation analysis of general quadratic programming problems with 
equality constraints. 
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